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SeaSonde Configure Combine Processing
SeaSondeCombineOptions configures how the transferred Radials
and Ellipticals sources are combined into output total vector files. This
document shows how to set up a combine job and explains all the settings.
First run SeaSondeCombineOptions; locate it on the dock and click its icon.
SeaSondeCombineOptions will show a window with all Combine job tasks on
the left side and details about the selected job to the right.

Because you’ve previously created a grid file using “New_Site_Create_Grid”
document with SeaDisplay, the window shows a new disabled job using the new
grid. If you haven’t created a grid yet, you might see the following window
which indicates that you should probably first quit SeaSondeCombineOptions
and make a grid file to use.

The left side area is a list of combine jobs. Each job is meant to create a
different total vector, each with a unique site code, where you might have
different sources, settings, and/or grids.

The checkbox sets whether this combine job is enabled. Combine processing
walks through each job looking to see there’s a new total that it should create.
Do not check the enable box; we’ll do that after we’ve gone through all the settings.

The + button on the bottom creates a new combine job. The - button will
remove the job from the task list and move its configuration file
(Combine_XXXX.opt) to Configs/CombineConfigs/RemovedCombineOptions
folder.
If you have more than one job, you can select it by clicking on its name (MYTL
shown). The selected job will be high lighted darker than the others. If you
made any changes to the previous job, SeaSondeCombineOptions will first ask
if you want save or discard them.
The next area is for showing and editing the currently selected job. The bar
across the top with “Total” highlighted is for selecting section of the job to edit
or view. After explaining the other areas, we’ll come back to the details of each
section.

The help area shows useful information for the current setting which changes
depending on where the cursor is locate or when typing in an edit field. Use the
mouse to hover over any setting to see its recommendations.

Below the help area shows your Combine Suite license. Combine Suite is limited
to using six different sources, while Extended Combine Suite is limited to 24
different sources between all enabled combine jobs.

The last line here, shows that there’s no radial or elliptical sources in use.
Because this is a new job, we haven’t yet selected the sources, and we haven’t
yet enabled this job.
If your license key is not plugged in, then you might see the following. You can
still configure the combine job, but combine processing will stall until it finds
the license.

This last area to the right is new to Release 8 and shows the status of this
combine job. Right now, it show all 0’s because we haven’t configured this job
yet.

‘combine items’ shows how many items are in the job list. This count is
basically the maximum number of valid totals, radial and ellipticals from all
sources that do not have overlapping time stamps.
‘totals in output folder’ is the number total vectors files in the output folder.
‘totals detected as done’ is the number of total vectors detected that do not
need updating/re-combined.
‘sets to be combined’ are full sets (no missing source radial/elliptical) that
need to be combined into a new total vector.
‘partial sets’ is the number of valid partial sets (one more missing sources)
that’s OK to combine into a total vector.
‘partial sets too early’ is the number partials sets (one more missing sources)
that not ready to combine because we’re hoping that the missing sources show
up soon.
‘totals to be re-combined’ is the number of totals that now have different or
new sources that were missing before and now need to be updated.
The empty area below this text, will later show the next four totals in order to
be combined, after we have set up the sources.

Total Section
Getting back to the settings area, leave the ‘Enable Combining for Total’
unchecked for now (Note, this checkmark is linked to the Combine List
checkbox.)
The first thing for a new job, is to enter a valid site code into the ‘Total Vector
Site Code’ edit field. This site code is used in creating the total vector file name
and is used by SeaDisplay to select a site map with the same site code. Note
that ’XXXX’ is not valid as it’s used by the software to indicate that the site code
is not set. A valid site code is four characters long and starts with ‘A’ through
‘Z’ and is followed by 3 alpha-numeric characters.
For our example here, let’s use same as our previous example site map and
grid ‘MYTL’

Below the total site code, is a box which shows information about our job.
Currently it shows the selected grid and information about the grid. Later it will
also show what sources we’ve selected.
Below the information box is a box which shows only when there’s a problem
with the job. Currently it indicates that we haven’t selected any sources yet.

Combining Section
Next, click on the Combining button next to the blue highlighted Total button
and the view will change to show all the common combine settings.

The top entry is the grid to use. The drop down control will show all available
grids that are in the CombineConfigs folder. The SeaDisplay button will open
SeaDisplay and show the selected grid.
‘radius around each grid point’ sets how large an area around each grid point
to combine source radials and elliptical vectors into a single total vector. It
important to use a reasonable value here. If too large, total vectors will be
overly smoothed with a lost of current detail. If too small, there might be hole
in the coverage because it cannot locate any source vectors to combine. To
make sure you don’t have spatial holes in your coverage this should be at
least .707 times the grid spacing (3km * .707 = 2.12) (we recommend doubling
this for best results) and also greater than your source radials angular spacing
at distance ranges .044 times range cell spacing for 5deg resolution (80km * .
044 = 3.5km). For this example we’re going to bump this entry up to 5 km
radius.
‘maximum current velocity’ sets the limit for where you expect a reasonable
velocity which if greater will not be included in the output total.
‘minimum required between source vectors’ is associated with GDOP or
geometric dilution of precision. When the source vectors are exactly 90 degrees
apart, this makes it easy to determine what the total vectors is (pythagorean
theory), but as the angle between the sources moves towards 0 or 180 degrees,
errors due to noise and precision are multiplied in the total vector. By limiting
how far off from 90 degrees apart the sources are this setting eliminated totals
which can be suspect. The use of this setting can be illustrated in SeaDisplay’s
combine coverage mode and the ‘Stability angles:’ entry.

‘hours to wait for all sources’ sets how long to wait before processing a
partial source set. This is based on the source’s time stamp and the computer
clock. When you have three or more sites, one site might be delayed in
transferring it’s radials to the combine site (internet, human intervention, etc…)
and this setting delays making the total with just partial sites that have
reported in. Note that if a total is created and the other site(s) later post their
radials, the total vector will be re-created with the new sources.

Sources Section
Next, click on the Sources button next to the blue highlighted Combining
button and the view will change to show sources and allow you to add/edit
them.

Click on the drop down arrow for the edit box under ‘Site’. This will show all
available radials and ellipticals that you have previously set up with
‘Configure_Combine_Transfers’ document. These are collections of radials and
ellipticals in Site_XXXX folders in Data/RadialSites and Data/EllipticalSites
folders. If your drop down list here is empty, you can type in the sites that you
expect, but it’s simpler if you first get some files transferred to the Combine
site. You can also drag any folder from the Finder into the edit box and it will
use that folder as a source expecting it to contain either radials or ellipticals.
Select NJAP_meas for this first site to use.

Once selected, you’ll see the source folder in orange and above that in black is
the number of source items found, the source’s origin and how far it is from
the grid’s origin. If the distance is greater than the height or width of the grid
then likely this is not a source you want to use with the grid or perhaps not the
correct grid.

After a pause depending on how many sources, the Processing area on the right
will update and show you a projection about what totals are next. Currently, all
these show ‘Need 2 sources’ because we’ve only specified one site so far.

Now click the ‘Site Sources’ + to add a second site and select the NJSP_meas.

After a moment, the Processing area will update and you’ll see four totals which
now ‘Needs Combining’. Combine processing still won’t combine these at the
moment because we haven’t checked the enable box in Combine List on left; wait to
enable it until after we’ve finished all the settings.

Now click the ‘Site Sources’ + to add the 3rd site, selecting the NYLB_meas.

Baselines Section
Next, click on the Baselines button next to the blue highlighted Sources button
and the view will change to show a list of baselines to interpret. For our
example there are none and the list is blank. A baseline is the lenticular looking
area directly between two radial sites where the angle at that location and the
two sites nears 180 degrees. Specifying a baseline here will cause combine
processing to perform a special interpolation where it will include an
orthogonal velocity component from totals just out side the baseline with the
two site’s baseline radial vectors. If you’ve three or more sites and the other
sites contribute enough to pass the stability angle test, then baseline
interpolation is not done for that point. Baseline interpolated vectors are
flagged in the totals and can be highlighted in SeaDisplay.

Click the Baselines + button to add a new baseline. Then select the two sites
that make up the baseline. This example is selects the two sites along the New
Jersey shore. You can change the Width (Stability) angle of the baseline where 0
is none and 90(too much) would be everything, so 20 degrees is . You can use
SeaDisplay coverage stability angle to see the baseline area. Lastly, be sure to
click the Use checkbox to enable it.

Click + button again to add a second baseline. These two sites are across the
the New York Lower Bay.

Output Section
Next, click on the Output button next to the blue highlighted Baselines button
and the view will change to settings that affect the output total files.

Typically nothing needs to be changed in this section, but you have have the
option here to change where the output totals are saved and to change the total
vector time zone.
For the Output Folder, you can go with the default where totals are stored in a
sub folder called Totals_XXXX where XXXX is the job option name as shown
under Combine List on the left. Archivalist is configured to automatically track
this location from the job file. Optionally you can select the ‘Classic:’ location
which Release 6 used to store totals in or specify your own location ‘Path:’
‘Set Total TimeZone:’ if not set, totals will use the time zone of the first source;
otherwise you can specify an alternate timezone to use for the output. The back

text to the right shows what timezone the entry is perceived as. It’s possible to
enter ‘UTC’, common abbreviations and cities. Note many abbreviations have
duplicates and may not resolve into your time zone, in which case you’ll need
to select a city or enter UTC±#.

Display Section
Next, click on the Display button next to the blue highlighted Outlines button
and the view will change to settings for options to apply to the newly created
total. Typically you won’t need these; the new CombineWebServer can be used
to

The first section is for SeaDisplay.
Check ‘Open Total Vector in SeaDisplay’ to tell SeaDisplay to plot each newly
created total. This setting can be annoying if you’re personally trying to use
SeaDisplay to view other data. The CombineWebServer will also show the latest
real-time total.
Check ‘Create Total Vector latest plot image’ to create a png of the newly
created total vector. This image file can be used for your own web site or
display purposes. Check ‘Open latest plot image’ will tell Safari to open this
image.
Check ‘Create Total Vector Plot image sequence’ to create a .png with the
total vector file name. These images files can be used for your own web site or
display purposes.
If you leave ‘Site Map file to use’ blank, the image creation will use
‘SiteMap_XXXX’ where XXXX is the total site code; otherwise specify the site

map you want to use here. The drop down will show all existing site maps.

The KML section will create KML files that can be plotted with ‘GoogleEarth’.
Check ‘Create Total Vector latest KML’ to create a KML of the newly created
total vector. Check ‘Open latest KML’ will tell GoogleEarth, if installed, to open
this image.
Check ‘Create Total Vector sequenced KML’ to create a .kml with total vector
file name.
Click ‘Vector Color:’ color square if you want to change the Monochromatic
color or check Prism if you want the vector color to change from blue (0
velocity) to red maximum velocity entered here.
Once the KML is created, you cannot scale the vectors in GE, so it’s important to
enter ‘Vector scale’ here that produces a reasonable vector size. Start with a
value around 1.5 times the range cell spacing in meters. Hence a 3km range
cell, use 4500.

Finishing
Now that you’ve gone through all the settings, the last step is to return to the
Total section.

And checkmark ‘Enable Combining for total’

Then click the ‘Save’ Button.
Be careful not to hit the Revert button or you will lose all your changes.

The combine job is now configured.

If Combine Processing is running, after a pause, it will start processing the the
new totals, if sources are available. You should see the Processing blue text
start changing to either next total’s date will change or ‘Total Done’ as it near
completion of all totals. When all totals have been combine, then the status
should show the four totals as ‘Total Done’.

Done
You can now either quit SeaSondeCombineOptions or set up another combine
job by clicking the + Button on the lower left.
Combine jobs are saved as /Codar/SeaSonde/Configs/CombineConfigs/
Combine_XXXX.opt.
Combine Processing is started by opening RunCurrentAnalysis which can be
found in the Dock or /Codar/SeaSonde/CombineTools/
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